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Studies: Brief Notices

brief notices
alexander william doniphan portrait of
a missouri moderate by roger D launius
university of missouri press 1997
it is cold blooded murder I1 will not
I iff you execute these
obey your order
men I1 will hold you responsible before an
earthly tribunal so help me god 64 so
runs one of the most spine chilling lines
LIDS history spoken by a non mormon
in LDS
missouri state militia brigadier general
alexander doniphan whose refusal to
obey the order of his superior general
samuel lucas during the mormon war
of 1838 preserved the life of joseph smith
and six of his associates
in this fascinating volume RLDS
historian roger D launius fills in the picdoniphant life as lawyer polititure of doniphans
cian and military tactician A portrait
emerges of a man who tenaciously held
to principles of honesty and decency
throughout his life yet who also symbolized reason understanding and modera228
280
tion 220
280 in an era deeply divided by
sectional conflict this elegantly written
biography argues that doniphans
doniphant moderation speaks to the present crisis in
american politics where extremism
crowds out room in the middle for interchange and compromise xiii
the bulk of this work chronicles major
themes in missouri political history
before doniphan retired from public life
in the 1870s
18os only one entire chapter in
thirteen and parts of two others or
about 15 percent of the book have anycormons
Mor mons still the
thing to do with mormons
seven years 1833 39 covered in these
chapters were momentous in the movement of the church and even today continue to swirl in misinformation and
minor historical controversy some readers will observe that this work building
on the work of stephen lesueur the 1838
mormon war in missouri columbia unicorrects
versity of missouri press 19871
1987
1

some inaccuracies about this period
others may feel that it creates a few of
its own in part because of its overreliance
upon lesueur and its persistent attempt
to show bias on the part of the early
mormon leaders overall Launi
uss narlauniuss
ration of the mormon war is moderate
becoming of the evenhanded spirit of
doniphan himself
jed L woodworth

the american

inns of court reclaiming a
noble profession compiled and edited by
paul E pixton matthew bender 1997
in august 1979 chief justice warren E
burger met with his administrative assistant mark cannon at a utah summer
cabin for a rest stop to visit with dallin H
oaks then president of brigham young
university and rex E lee dean of the
BYU law school out of that auspicious
encounter emerged a nationwide program called the american inns of court
the chief justice had long campaigned to
improve the professionalism and civility
of lawyers practicing in the courts of the
united states today less than twenty
years later over three hundred law schools
in the united states sponsor a chapter of
the american inns of court to inculcate
in future litagators
lita gators high qualities of ethical skills in legal advocacy
BYU law school was the first school to
embrace the concept thanks to judge
sherman christensen clifford wallace
and many others the charter unit of the
program was inaugurated in provo in
1980 pixton s book tells the story of that
founding of the american inns of court
which prepared the way for the programs

proliferation throughout the nation
thoroughly documented with numerous
memos letters and recollections this inte
teresting institutional history produced
219
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at BYU shows how this national organization received its constitutional under
giddings
girdings
gir dings from the work of its charter unit
john W welch

regional studies in latter day saint
church history california edited by
david F boone robert C freeman
andrew H hedges and richard neitzel
holzapfel department of church history and doctrine brigham young univer
sity 1998
versity

history reminding the reader that the
church is not confined to the wasatch
front the volume offers satisfying and enlightening reading for anyone interested
in learning more about the complex and
compelling story of the latter day saints
amber esplin

my servant brigham portrait of a
prophet by richard neitzel holzapfel
and R Q shupe bookcraft 1997

the heart of this book is the images
inspired by the 1996 sesquicentennial
of the arrival of the brooklyn the ship that
brought almost two hundred latter day
saints to the shores of the golden state
california is an impressive addition to the
regional studies series and has many
interesting stories to tell since the arrival
of those first saints california has witnessed important events in both national
and church history the books fifteen
articles treat subjects as diverse as the
march of the mormon battalion the 1906
san francisco earthquake and the riots
that erupted in los angeles following the
rodney king trial organized chronologically the essays present a myriad of
images each one adding a distinctive
flavor eliminating any single essay would
leave the work incomplete
the contributors bring to the volume
numerous approaches and perspectives
giving the reader a taste of the richness
and variety that has characterized the
saints experiences in california with
some articles focusing on individuals
others on groups or events and all
demonstrating the golden state s significant role in the past present and future
of the church california is never boring
however with the exception of the article
by richard holzapfel the volume might
have benefited from illustrations that
would give life to lengthy descriptions of
people and places
california makes a valuable addition
to the growing body of works on church
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assert the authors of this brief
but attractive volume providing some
lesser known word pictures and visual
images photographs and artifacts 3
from the life and world of brigham
young this work skillfully weaves together a well documented running text
with visual images often ingeniously uti3

lizing images as text
many images are seen here in print for
the first time such as the handsome portrait of brigham young featured on the
cover also 107 rare views were dug out
of nineteenth century national copy the

library of congress or private hands

there

are no earth shattering discoveries no long hoped for photograph of
brother brigham out among his people
but even the expert will learn something
new from this collection in particular
images of brigham young s carriage his
death mask and a document listing the
linea ments
measurement of his physical lineaments
120 141 142 will interest both scholar
and layman alike scholars will benefit
from corrections and clarifications on the
dating of portraits and will puzzle over an
image purported to be a fragment of
brigham youngs original membership
certificate 59 dating his baptism to
april 9 1832 five days earlier than his
own recollected date of april 14
telling a story through images as this
book attempts to do inevitably leaves out
elements of the story where images are
lacking or do not get the point across
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toward the end of his life brigham
young formally introduced the united
order of enoch which he considered to

when it comes to culture and society no
one has mastered that art of cultural real-

be the culmination of his prophetic leadership no information on that order is
included nor is his endowment for three
schools broached A delightful familiar
image of brigham youngs daughter in a
retrenchment dress accompanies a discussion of the young women s sochet
societ y
society
I
lii
ili
ill
iii
ill but no image of the young men s
movement brigham young initiated in
1875 apparently exists
over one hundred images are interspersed throughout the book its standard
size format allows this significant work to
youngsIs
give only a snapshot of brigham young
world but it will rightly bring that world
into the hands of a larger audience
jed L woodworth

sorenson

ism or applied it more sensitively than

john W welch

11

1

nephite culture and society collected
papers by john L sorenson new sage
books 1997

the book of mormon

record left
by real people who lived in real families
who sailed across real oceans and who
behaved in anthropologically
anthropologicafly reasonable
ways john sorenson known to many for
his insights into book of mormon geography culture and society collects in this
volume eight of his miscellaneous papers
two of which are previously unpublished
sorenson is at his best when he describes such things as the individuals in
gehis
lehis party and what can be known about
the elusive substratum of mulekite
Mule kite culZarah emla perhaps most memoture in zarahemla
rable in this book are his arguments that
when lehi and mulek arrived in the
western hemisphere they found other
people already there sorenson s hallmark
is finding patterns of civilization and this
book offers insightful generalizations about
book of mormon settlements conflicts
and political economics
learning to read the book of mormon
with utmost attention to detail is an art
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all things testify of him inspirational
paintings by latter day saint artists
bookcraft 1998

landscapes the heavens objects portraits and events all testify of christ in
this handsome large format volume
featuring the works of twenty eight contemporary LDS artists and illustrators
the book is both a visual and a spiritual
feast by having the artists introduce
themselves and write their own commentary the unnamed compilers have carefully refrained from imposing their own
judgments or interpretation even the
arrangement speaks of a hands off
approach rather than being ordered by
subject matter or style the works are
organized alphabetically by the artists
names going from robert barrett to
christopher W young and touching upon
such people as wulf barsch james C
christensen greg olsen and gary smith
in between the sometimes jarring shift
from style to style is offset by the opportunity to become acquainted with the
artist through their own words with
three exceptions all the artists live in
utah many have regional or national
reputations several have had their works
featured in the ensign others will be
familiar to folks who have visited either
the museum of church history and art
or BYU s museum of art or have read
BYU studies although people are certain
to disagree on who should or should not
have been included in all things testify of
him this volume provides a valuable
opportunity to view paintings already
treasured and to be introduced to other
uplifting works

doris R dant
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